Poetry reading

Poet Field's warmth evident

By John Lovecostein

The poetry reading given by Edward Field last Wednesday in Hayden Library was thoroughly refreshing. The audience, unusually large for a poetry reading at MIT, received him very well. Mr. Field read until his voice gave out.

Edward Field is a warm, sensitive person who conveys his message of love and laughter by means of his poetry. The poetry uses vivid imagery to present his themes. It is remarkable how effective this imagery is upon an audience, although it consists of simple language and is drawn from everyday experience. An educational group which enlisted Field to translate several Eskimo poems for children did so because "he was the only one we could think of whose poetry can be understood by ten-year-olds." And indeed, this is true: no exceedingly profound thoughts are contained in the poetry.

Mr. Field read several of the Eskimo poems which "couldn't be read to ten-year-olds." These poems were earthy and primitive, but at the same time they were amusing and bright.

Much of Edward Field's poetry is sentimentat and compassionate; these feelings come across particularly well as he reads the poems. His voice is well suited to his poetry, being soft and full of expression. He intonations, autobiography, anecdotes, and impressions with his poems, increasing the effectiveness of his reading. Unfortunately, Field's poetry is not as effective in print; the personality of the man adds a spark that is simply not captured in the text.

WTBS conducts
listener's survey
of all dormitories

A survey is being conducted by WTBS to determine programming preferences of students on campus. A preliminary questionnaire will be mailed to all dormitory residents and may be returned to collection boxes provided in each dormitory.

The comments of off-campus FM listeners, including those who live in fraternity, are also encouraged. Suggestions should be addressed to WTBS in Walter Memorial. They may also be made by calling the station at 258-853 or 650.

Encounter
(Continued from Page 3)

One Week Only
Oct. 24-29
for benefit of Multiple Sclerosis

This is the way the world is, but it's not the way it has to be. Air pollution can be prevented. Better transportation can be devised. Something can even be done about the weather. Many people at General Electric are already working on these problems, but we need more. We need help from young engineers and scientists; and we need help from business and liberal arts graduates who understand people and their problems. If you want to help solve important problems, we'd like to talk to you. We'll be visiting campus soon. Drop by the placement office and arrange for an interview.
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